Tough Choices Now Face The Europe's Progressives
Matt Browne nternational coverage of the Government's emergency "cabinet reshuffle" last week has been mistakenly portrayed in terms of a battle between pro and anti-austerity forces within the governing Socialist Party. Among intellectuals, the contest is viewed as a battle between the "social liberals" and more traditional "social democrats". On closer reflection, and for those with government experience, the true fault line actually seems to lie between those who take seriously the responsibility of governing, and those who chose to hide behind rhetoric to mask tough choices.
I
In the leadership vacuum left by Hollande's failing Presidency, it was perhaps inevitable that a lack of clarity around the government's economic policy would lead to conflict. Yet, Montebourg's impromptu public attack on Angela Merkel's and the European Central Bank's austerity agenda, and what he saw as acquiescence on the part of his colleagues in government is puzzling for a number of reasons. 
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With rising unemployment -the number out of work rose to over 3.5 million in late July -and a stagnating economy, France needs both structural reforms and a clear industrial strategy at home and a change of direction in Europe, not political posturing. Appearing on the cover of Le Parisien wearing a mariners shirt and asking people to buy products made in France, as Montebourg infamously did while Minister for Industrial Renewal, might make for good publicity and catchy headlines, but it's no substitute for a serious economic strategy. Now is not the time, a la Jose Bove, to instinctively appeal to French "exceptionalism", as if the laws of economics don't apply to France's economy, its the time for serious and concerted diplomacy. Like Renzi, Valls is a skilled politician and good communicator, and the strength of their relationship has the potential to usher in a new era of progressive governance: one in which reformed markets help deliver inclusive prosperity, and in which a reformed state can more effectively deliver public services and re-establish trust with the citizens.
If they succeed, then there is hope that Valls will be able to drag the Parti Socialiste into the 21st century. As he prepares to put his reform agenda to a vote of confidence in parliament, the French people and progressives everywhere should hope he succeeds.
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